
Housing supply issues went straight to the top of the 
new Government’s agenda after the General Election 
earlier this year. A ministerial housing taskforce was 

established, while communities secretary Greg Clark led the 
charge for Whitehall departments to let go of surplus land for 
new homes and urged councils to follow suit. There is now 
strong backing at the highest levels for the establishment 
of the new Housing and Finance Institute (HFI) to bring 
developers together with local authorities as pivotal housing 
delivery enablers.

The institute was first recommended in the Elphicke-
House report From statutory provider to Housing Delivery 
Enabler: Review into the local authority role in housing 
supply in January this year and given backing in the March 
Budget.

It put housing supply and delivery at the centre of the 
national growth, as well as the devolution agenda. The 
establishment of the Institute was one of the report’s key 
recommendations.

Local Partnerships hosted an event just two weeks after 
the General Election titled Government priorities to close the 
housing deficit – the first 100 days  addressed by the report’s 
co-author, Natalie Elphicke.

The report identified examples of excellent practice, where 
local authorities, working with their partners, have taken 
ownership of the issue and developed solutions that work 
for their communities. However, it concluded that while 
not isolated, good practice is not always shared across the 
housing sector. 

Many local communities are missing out on new housing 
and economic growth opportunities while the finance 
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available from a range of public and private investors is being 
under-used.

Equally, developers and investors sometimes lack 
confidence or know-how when it comes to dealing with local 
authorities. The HFI aims to address these issues, removing 
the blocks to progress and easing the path of supply. At a time 
of great public spending pressure the need for this help has 
never been greater.

In mid-June Brandon Lewis, minister for housing, joined 
Mrs Elphicke and Cllr Keith House at a meeting with leading 
housing figures from across the private and public sectors as 
they prepared to launch the HFI. It will be a delivery-focused, 
privately-funded organisation combining three aspects – it 
will be a hub of good practice and learning, will provide 
advice, templates and toolkits to speed delivery and will offer 
project-based support.

Local Partnerships, the organisation owned by the 
Treasury and the Local Government Association to aid 
programme delivery, is one of the founding partners of the 
HFI.  

It is our role to offer commercial expertise and know-
how to the Institute’s accelerator hub. This forms part of our 
broader work, assisting local authorities with their housing, 
regeneration and economic growth priorities.

For many local authorities, facing yet more spending cuts, 
the call for them to increase the scale and impact of their 
work as housing delivery enablers is a daunting challenge. 

Too often they feel they face such challenges alone, 
unaware or unable to access solutions developed by their 
neighbours or other partners. The HFI aims to cut through 
these difficulties, offering both ready-made and tailored 

solutions. For example, it will offer ready-made ‘how to’ 
approaches on: 
• Establishing development and investment vehicles, 

including housing companies and infrastructure funds.
• Scaling up direct council housebuilding.
• Establishing and managing a range of public/private sector 

 joint ventures.
An understanding of risk appetite for both parties is vital 

and the HFI will provide a tool to help get to grips with this 
critical issue. A site-matching service and series of technical 
business services will also be on offer. 

Combined authorities and the Spending Review

The paper recently published by the Government as 
part of the Spending Review states: ‘The Government 
will look to maximise efficiency, local economic 

growth and the integration of public services’ by promoting 
innovation, greater collaboration in public services and 
delivering high quality public services. The claim is that this 
will drive efficiency and value for money across the public 
sector. The concern is that there is still too much duplication 
of processes and services across the public sector. The 
Government has called on councils to submit proposals for 
combined authorities in order to realise these objectives by 
September.

Studies commissioned by the Treasury in the early 
noughties under the banner of ‘Productivity in the UK’ 
pointed to the need to make all areas and geographies work 
for all people to promote growth, productivity and wellbeing. 

The Government’s call is to all areas and councils to submit 
their proposals as to how they can contribute their share to the 
growth of England PLC and how their role in leading their 
places can support the delivery of integrated, more productive 
and growth-conducive public services. 

The noughties ‘growth coalitions’ and ‘smart local 
government’ project addressed the universal role 
for local authorities in promoting growth through 
the services that they and other local public service 
providers offer and the role they could play in 
developing local, sub-regional and regional economies 
for growth in association with the private sector. 

Central government would provide funding for local public 
services (including those currently the subject of devolution 
to combined authority areas) through the conduit of a single 
local body or ‘growth coalition’, ensuring that all providers 

were singing to the same hymn sheet. Citizen-centred, local, 
integrated and strengths-based services were seen as the 
outcomes, making the whole public services system work 
better for local people – and the public purse.

What is required is the role of the local authority as the ‘first 
among equals’ in the growth coalition, being the source for 
the totality of local public expenditure, producing the jointly-
devised needs assessment, strategy, action and delivery plan, 
bidding document to central government and light-touch 
performance management framework. 

This is the only way in which the work of local public 
service providers can be truly incentivised to integrate through 
local leadership, driving services based on experience on the 
front line of making things work for people, with resultant 
improved citizen’s outcomes and significant efficiencies.

The Spending Review document goes on to state: ‘In the 
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Housing in the future: scaling up housebuilding is just 
one of the aims of the Housing and Finance Institute
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The aim is to ensure all aspects are offered to enable local 
authorities and developers to engage effectively and ensure 
gains for all. 

If the HFI cannot help directly, it will signpost partners 
who can offer the property, planning and legal skills, as well 
as stakeholder engagement and programme management 
services, to help all partners build their delivery confidence 
and output.

Shared learning, guidance, toolkits and templates can go 
a long way to help delivery confidence, but more often than 
not, they are insufficient. 

In many local authorities the resources for project 
delivery of all kinds has diminished in the last five years. 
Sometimes nothing but dedicated hands-on support to 
take a development through a particular phase will do.  

We call this a need for ‘transactor’ support.
The HFI recognises that in the journey from policy and 

strategy to delivery on the ground, arrival is not guaranteed 
without appropriate help. Success requires expert support. 

The Institute will offer help from partners who have deep-
rooted experience of project success elsewhere, such as Local 
Partnerships, to help local councils and their partners get 
through those key phases. 

We are delighted to bring delivery and commercial 
expertise to bear on this nationally important initiative and 
look forward to playing our part. w

Judith Armitt is chief executive of Local Partnerships, 
a venture jointly owned by HM Treasury and the Local 
Government Association

last Parliament the Government created the biggest ever 
financial incentive to join up health and social care services’. 

The Better Care Fund however, just incentivised joint 
working across the health/local government divide through 
several key performance indicators around hospital 
admissions etc, but did not promote whole system solutions. 

The NHS ‘Five Year Forward View’ takes a lopsided 
health perspective around creating ‘new models of care’ 
without considering the raft of other public services delivered 
locally that form the early intervention and preventative 
‘multi-speciality community provision’ that the five year 
forward view sees as the model to resolve the health service’s 
problems. 

Local authorities, leading the place with the tools of 
incentivisation for integration, can make things work better 
for people and the public purse by addressing the whole local 
public service system.

Shared geographies have their role to play in 
achieving efficiencies, reaching agreements, setting 
sub-regional priorities and organising services to 
best effect. Building local authorities’ own power and 
control over their area, incentivising joined-up, growth-

focused activities across service providers in the locality and 
engaging with other tiers as appropriate, would deliver far 
better service outcomes – and significant efficiencies. 

It would be more democratically accountable, closer to the 
point of delivery for locally-integrated, locality-based services 
and more likely to be achieved by avoiding the disruption of 
being bedmates with councils of different persuasions.

What is required is the formation of fit-for-purpose, agile, 
dynamic combined authorities. A federative structure with 
most provision being local, but collaborative and ‘combined’ 
where appropriate, in terms of infrastructure planning and 
development, would be suitable. 

By being local, provision can best respond dynamically 
to local needs, addressing supply and demand issues around 
service provision.  

Such a local authority-based approach, one that works for 
all areas, achieves the best from the existing local government 
and public service architecture and systems for citizens, the 
public purse, local, regional and national growth.

Adam Fineberg is an advisor to local authorities on public 
services and growth
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The new development by PSP Southend LLP, a joint 
development partnership between Southend-on-Sea 
Borough Council and Public Sector Plc (PSP) will 

start soon. This follows official completion of the legal 
arrangements with the chosen developer, Tern Developments 
Ltd.

The former Hinguar School and Saxon Lodge sites will 
be regenerated to provide 13 converted apartments in the 
Old School building, 18 houses to the rear of the site and 
15 new apartments in two blocks on the Saxon Lodge site, 
nine of which will be affordable homes in partnership with a 
Housing Association.

The project gained planning permission in April 2015 and 
will see the careful preservation and conversion of the locally 
listed Hinguar School building which originally opened in 
1886. Hinguar School was rebuilt on a new site as part  of 
the Garrison redevelopment in 2012.

Work will start on both sites in September 2015, with the 
fi rst properties ready for occupation by Autumn 2016.

Cllr Ron Woodley, Leader of the Council said “I am 
delighted that this redevelopment will shortly get underway 
following the offi cial completion of contracts between 
the various partners. The project will really showcase the 
fl exibility of the Council’s development partnership with PSP 
which has enabled the Council to protect the heritage of the 
old school whilst bringing forward  a sensitive and attractive 
new development on both sites. 

“We will see much needed new housing with a mix of 
houses and fl ats, including affordable housing and the 
sensitive conversion of the old Hinguar buildings will offer 
something really special to the local area.”

This is the latest of many money saving, and capital and 
revenue income generating projects being delivered by the 
11 PSP Partnership councils from across the country.

In addition, over 40 councils have expressed an interest 
in the establishment of their own PSP Partnerships to access 
the £500m Relational Partnering Fund launched at The MJ 
Future Forum in March.

The £500m Relational Partnering Fund expression of 
interest process will run through to the end of 2015. 

To view the Fund Prospectus and submit an expression of 
interest, local authorities and other public sector bodies can 
go to publicsectorplc.com/eoi.
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“The project will really 
showcase the fl exibility 

of the Council’s development 
partnership with PSP”

For more information or to request a meeting go to publicsectorplc.
com or contact Mark Hammersley, Corporate Director of Partnerships
Telephone: 020 7871 1852
Mobile: 07771 820737
Email: mark.hammersley@publicsectorplc.com
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